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A8 Claim Denials 

 

As of 05/13/2017, any “new” out-patient hospital claim that came into CHAMPS was affected as well 

as any suspending claim that was worked and then consequently put back through the front end. We 

have identified approximately 81,000 affected claims. 35,000 are adjustments and 46,000 resurrects.   

The erroneous rejections are caused when certain G codes now set an incorrect Status Indicator.  The 

incorrect Status Indicators are making service lines reject with CARC 16/RARC N56 or RARC M51 or in 

some cases making the entire claim reject with A8.  This would be for all codes billed in the range 

G0270-G9044.  Well known to the seasoned biller, the wrap around codes list defines the procedure 

codes that pay differently from the Medicare Addendum B.  The last page has the rules for the G 

codes-the exception is for any Medicare Addendum B status indicator of A or B the MDHHS SI will be 

converted to RI-all other Medicare Status indicators (if a provider allowable billable code) shall set the 

original Medicare Status indicator but this defect is making them all set SI=E1.  

Also to note, related to this same defect, there are several procedure codes that start with A that are 

rejecting with CARC 16/RARC M51, however, the rejection is a valid service line rejection and is not 

causing entire claim rejections (It is cross-walking to incorrect Medicare Status indicator of E1 instead 

of R1) This would be for all codes billed in the range A4216-A9901. 

A smaller volume defect is related to all of the procedure codes with a SI= G or K.  If a claim is billed 

with a SI= to G or K but does not contain a payable procedure code (the SI=PS J1, J2, P, Q1, Q2, Q3, R, 

S, T, U, or V) our software is currently setting ACE error 099 with is RTP. The problem is that this edit 

does not recognize the codes we pay on the wrap around list (SI= AX) as payable procedures. So any 

claim billed with the G/K and a wrap code and no other paid line is denying out.  

An even smaller volume defect relates to dialysis billing with most of the coding issues resolved in the 

March release but still have 3 codes that will make the claim reject with A8-J0878, J0882, and J0887.  

If those services are billed on a dialysis claim for ESRD the claim will reject.  PRS has not been 

informed of the resolution yet but we should hear something prior to 06/23. 

The large volume defect has been scheduled to be corrected in the 06/23/2017 release.  Claims will be 

resurrected/adjusted.   

 


